
 

Maths: Fractions and Position and Direction 

use common factors to simplify fractions; use common multiples to express fractions in the same 
denomination  

compare and order fractions, including fractions > 1 

add and subtract fractions with different denominators and mixed numbers, using the concept of 
equivalent fractions 

multiply simple pairs of proper fractions, writing the answer in its simplest form 

divide proper fractions by whole numbers 

 

describe positions on the full coordinate grid (all four quadrants) 

draw and translate simple shapes on the coordinate plane, and reflect them in the axes. 

 

English: 

Class Text:  
Street Child by Berlie Doherty 
 
Reading:  
understanding vocabulary using Black Hat strategies; answering White Hat 
questions by referring to the text; explaining what quotes mean 
 
Writing:  
planning, editing and redrafting 
audience and purpose of different text types 
(description, diary entries, narrative, instructions, recount, biography) 
 
SPaG: 
colons and semi-colons (when writing lists and used to demarcate clauses 
active and passive voice 
 

History: Victorian Children 

a study of an aspect or theme in British history that extends pupils’ 
chronological knowledge beyond 1066 – comparing children’s lives during 
the Victorian era to children’s lives today and looking at social change as a 
result of the changes due to The Industrial Revolution.  

 

As 

Science: Light 

recognise that light appears to travel in straight lines 

use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain that objects are seen because they give out or 
reflect light into the eye 

explain that we see things because light travels from light sources to our eyes or from light sources to 
objects and then to our eyes 

use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain why shadows have the same shape as the 
objects that cast them 
 

PSHE: Celebrating Difference 

understand that there are different perceptions about what ‘normal’ means 

understand how having a disability could affect someone’s life and recognise people with disabilities who lead 
amazing lives 

explain ways in which difference can be a source of conflict and a cause for celebration 

 

 

Computing: PowerPoint 

use search technologies effectively 

select, use and combine a variety of software on a range 
of digital devices to design and create content that 
accomplishes given goals 

 

Weekly Reminders: 

PE –Tuesday pm and Thursday am 
(wear PE kit into school) 

Spelling Dictation - Monday  

Homework – updated Friday on 
Google Classroom 

Weekly Maths and Reading 
Comprehension 

Daily Reading Log 

Remote Learning – head to Google 
Classroom 

Art: William Morris 

learn about great artists, architects and designers 
in history  

use different print techniques to create patterns 
and designs 

 

 
 

 


